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PREFACE 
The eight papers collected in this special issue give a rather wide range of recent applications of 
several branches of the theory of fuzzy sets. The paper by Dubois and Prade presents ome recent 
results in their ongoing investigations concerning the representation a d manipulation of imprecise 
information in the context of inference or approximate reasoning. Potential applications of the 
work presented in this paper are in the areas of expert and decision support systems. 
The paper by Baowen et al. discusses set-valued statistics, a recent area of investigation which 
has applications in a variety of fields, including forecasting and control theory. Davenport et al. 
consider two algorithms for the estimation of parameters of a mixture of univariate normal 
distributions. Numerical evidence seems to indicate that the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm 
provides a more efficiently computed set of estimators than a constrained maximum likelihood 
approach for many cases; and in every case, FCM provides a better initialization of the maximum 
likelihood scheme than other techniques. 
McCahon and Lee present an application of fuzzy sets to network analysis through the use of 
fuzzy activity times. This paper exhibits an application in the area of operations research, a topic 
that has received a great deal of attention by investigators in the fuzzy sets community. Bigham's 
paper on inductive inference and pattern recognition connects to a large body of work in the area 
of linguistic interpretation, another topic which is very much at the forefront of current research. 
Indeed, the next paper, by Wu et al. uses a representation f linguistic term sets as trapezoidal fuzzy 
numbers to define a computation scheme for tower packing evaluation, a problem in separation 
analysis in chemical engineering. 
McAllister's paper on fuzzy intersection graphs continues her recent work in the area of measures 
of fuzziness in weighted igraphs, and illustrates the interplay between rather theoretical concepts 
and their potential application in network analysis. Finally, the paper by Lee and Li ties fuzzy 
number theory to probability measures of fuzzy events, a topic that integrates two kinds of 
uncertainty models in an attempt o capture a better epresentation f physical processes. 
Overall then, we find this issue concerned with applications of fuzzy sets to expert systems, 
operations research, statistics and parametric estimation, network analysis, machine learning, 
chemical engineering, graph theory and probability. This is a nice cross section of the kinds of 
research currently ongoing in fuzzy sets; we hope readers will agree. 
E. S. LEE 
J. C. BEZDEK 
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